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1. Introduction
It has long been said that Japanese is a situation-focus language favouring intransitive
expressions, while English is a person-focus language favouring transitive expressions (Ikegami
1981; Hinds 1986). This typological difference is used to account for major argument realisation
differences found in the two languages.
(1) a. ƞưǂཋƕᏵƬƯƠǇƬƨŵ
Atsusa-de tabemono -ga kusatte(vi.)

shimat-ta.

Heat-INST food-NOM

EMPH-PAST

spoil(vi)

(Lit. ‘The food spoiled from the hot weather.’)
b. The hot weather spoiled(vt.) the food.
(2) a. ưͲƕْǕƨǜƩŵ
Kaze-de

kasa-ga

koware(vi.)-ta-nda.

Wind-INST umbrella-NOM break(vi.)-PAST-MOD
(Lit. ‘The umbrella broke from the wind.’)
b. The wind broke(vt.) my umbrella.
The Japanese expressions above are intransitive sentences, while the English expressions are
transitive sentences. (1a) and (2a) cannot be paraphrased into transitive sentences, even though
morphological transitive counterparts exist in Japanese:
(3) !ƞƕǂཋǛᏵǒƠƯ XV ƠǇƬƨŵ
? Atsusa-ga tabemono-o kusarashite(vt.) shimat-ta.
Heat-NOM food-ACC

spoil(vt.)

EMPH-PAST

(Lit. ‘The hot weather spoiled the food.’)
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(4) ƕͲǛْƠƨ XV ǜƩŵ
* Kaze-ga
Wind-NOM

kasa-o

kowashi(vt.)-ta-nda.

wind-ACC break(vt.)-PAST-MOD

(Lit. ‘The wind broke the umbrella.’)
Japanese does not readily tolerate inanimate agents as subjects, preferring instead to express
realise the above arguments in an intransitive frame. English, the other hand, prefers the transitive
expressions in (1b) and (2b). Their intransitive counterparts are acceptable, but tend to sound like
explanations, not neutral descriptions of events (The food spoiled because of the hot weather./ My
umbrella broke because of the wind.)
Based on an examination of the above and related phenomena, Ikegami (1981) concludes that
English is a language that ‘gives prominence to the agent in its expressions (Ikegami 1981:285,
translation mine)’ and Japanese is a language that ‘tries to hide the agent in its expressions
(Ikegami 1981:285, translation mine)’. Giving prominence to the agent means giving it a place in
the surface syntactic structure, thus ensuring that many English expressions are found with
transitive verbs taking at least two arguments, accommodating the agent and patient (or theme). In
Japanese, on the other hand, hiding the agent means not giving it a place in the surface syntactic
structure, resulting in many expressions using intransitive verbs taking only one argument with a
patient (or theme) role. The agent is often not expressed at all:
(5) a. ƜƷҘόŴƘƣǕǇƢ XK Ɣŵ
Kono sen-en

satsu, kuzuremasu(vi.)

This 1000-yen note

ka?
INTER

break(vi.)

(Lit. ‘Does this 1000 yen note break?’)
b. Could you break(vt.) this 1000 yen note for me?
The Japanese expression above is intransitive, while the English is transitive. A transitive
paraphrase for the Japanese is possible, but an intransitive paraphrase for the English is not:
(6) a. ƜƷҘόǛƘƣƠƯ XV ƘƩƞƍŵ
Kono sen-en

satsu-o

kuzushite(vt.) kudasai.

This 1000-yen note-ACC break(vt.)

please

b. *Does this 1000 yen note break(vi.) for me?
However, not all expressions reflect the assumed Japanese preference for intransitives.
Sometimes Japanese examples pattern in the same way as the English:
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(7) a. ǹȑǲȃȆǣǛƓืƴλǕƯ XV Ŵ Ў᧓ǏưƯ XV ƘƩƞƍŵ
Supagetti-o

oyu-ni

irete(vt.),

hachifunkan

Spaghetti-ACC hot water-DAT put in(vt.) eight minutes

yudete(vt.)

kudasai.

boil(vt.)

please

b. Put(vt.) the spaghetti in the boiling water and cook(vt.) it for eight minutes.
An intransitive sentence would be impossible, even in Japanese:
(8)

ǹȑǲȃȆǣƕƓืƴλƬƯ XK Ŵ Ў᧓ǏƩƬƯ XK ƘƩƞƍŵ
*Supagetti-ga

oyu-ni

haitte(vi.), hachifunkan

Spaghetti-NOM hot water-DAT go in(vi.)

eight minutes

yudatte(vi.)

kudasai.

boil(vi.)

please

(Lit. ‘Spaghetti, go in the hot water and boil for eight minutes.’)
The above can be accounted by the fact that the sentences are imperatives (commands), thus
assuming the presence of an agent (the second person) undergoing an action. When used in an
imperative sentence, haitte (the gerund form of hairu(vi.) ‘go in’), whilst still an intransitive verb,
requires its argument to be an agent. Since supagetti cannot be an agent with volition, this sentence
is unacceptable. The transitive form of the verb must be used instead, with accompanying case
adjustment to accusative case on the supagetti argument. The agent is then not linguistically overt,
but is assumed to be the addressee. Furthermore, yudatte (gerund form of yudaru(vi.)) must express
a resultative state (i.e. the state of being fully boiled), a semantic requirement of certain Japanese
intransitives. The above factors reveal the complexity of argument realisation; the phenomenon is
not as simple as stating that Japanese prefers intransitives and English prefers transitives. In the
next example, English patterns in the same way as Japanese:
(9) a.ƜƷƓࡃƸ  ƴᲢƋᲣƖǇƢ XK ŵ
Kono

omise-wa juuji-ni

akimasu(vi.).

This

shop-TOP 10 o’clock-DAT

open(vi.)

b. This shop opens(vi.) at 10 o’clock.
The English transitive counterpart would be They open(vt.) this shop at 10 o’clock. However,
this would only be used if one wanted to emphasise the agent they and their actions, as in (10).
Without the need for emphasis, the most common argument realisation is intransitive, as in (9b).
(10) They open(vt.) this shop at 10 o’clock, because the owners can’t get here before then.
Ikegami’s observations have taken on a priori status in discussions of typological differences
between English and Japanese. Whilst native speakers of both languages testify the claims to be
generally true by intuition, the question of empirical proof has yet to be answered. Ikegami’s claim
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implies that an examination of the number of expressions in English and Japanese would reveal
more transitive expressions in English than in Japanese. Giving prominence to the agent most of
the time should result in more transitive expressions overall, and hiding the agent should result in
more intransitive expressions overall. The problem is, how do we design a research programme that
can quantitatively substantiate (or refute) this? The next section deals with research design for such
a programme.

2. Research design
2.1 Research questions
In order to find quantitative evidence for the claims made by Ikegami (1981), the following
research questions have been devised; the answers should be either affirmative or negative (or
somewhere in between), with quantitative percentages:
(11) a. Given a choice, when expressing the same meaning, do English users have a tendency to
use transitive expressions? Do Japanese users have a tendency to use intransitive
expressions?
b. Given a choice, when using ergative verbs (verbs that have the same morphological form
in their transitive and intransitive variants), do English users have a tendency to use the
transitive variant more than the intransitive variant? Do Japanese users have a
tendency to use the intransitive variant more than the transitive variant?
The nature of (11a) lends itself to research using bilingual corpora, in which Japanese and
English data appear with (at least ostensibly) the same meaning. Problems of using bilingual
corpora are two-fold: most available bilingual corpora consist of data originating in English and
translated into Japanese. An ideal translation would give us idiomatic equivalence, or the most
natural way of saying the same thing in a different language. In practice, however, a translation is
always affected by the source language. In this case, the skewed effect of translated Japanese is
difficult to avoid. Also, bilingual corpora may not have enough incidences of certain words to form
firm conclusions about usage. For these reasons, bilingual corpora will not be the main focus in this
paper, and problems associated with these will be left to future research.
The answer to (11b) is the main focus of this paper. Through a preliminary examination of
monolingual news corpora in both languages, we hope to reach certain conclusions about the
synchronic states of both languages.
2.2 Research subjects: ergative verbs
In this paper we look at the incidence of ergative verbs in news corpora. Ergative verbs are
verbs that can operate as transitives or intransitives without morphological change. In Japanese,
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they stand in contrast to paired verbs,Ტyuutsui dooshi ஊݣѣᚺᲣ which undergo morphological
change in order operate as either transitives or intransitives:
(12) a. Paired verbs:

๋ƔƢ tokasu ‘melt(vt.)’ / ๋ƚǔ tokeru ‘melt(vi.)’
ᏋƯǔ sodateru ‘grow(vt.)’ / Ꮛƭ sodatsu ‘grow(vi.)’
ƻǒ

ƻǒ

b. Ergative verbs: Ƙ hiraku ‘open(vt.)’ / Ƙ hiraku ‘open(vi.)’
ơǔ tojiru ‘close(vt.)’ / ơǔ tojiru ‘close(vi.)’
All the above verbs undergo causative-inchoative alternation, where the object of the transitive
sentence becomes the subject of the intransitive sentence without change in the propositional
meaning. However, with ergative verbs, the morphological form of the verb does not change:
(13) a. ٽᢹƕ   Ǜ     ƍƨ XV ŵ [causative use of a transitive verb]
      Taro-ga

tobira-o

hiraita(vt.).

Taro-NOM door-ACC opened(vt.)
‘Taro opened the door.’
b. ƕ

ƍƨ XK ŵ

Tobira-ga

hiraita(vi.).

Door-NOM

opened(vi.)

[inchoative use of an intransitive verb]

‘The door opened.’
(14) a. John opened(vt.) the door.
b. The door opened(vi.).

[causative use of a transitive verb]
[inchoative use of an intransitive verb]

Compared with paired verbs, there are not many ergative verbs in the native Japanese lexicon
(wago). Ƙ hiraku ‘open’, ơǔ tojiru ‘close’ and فƢ masu ‘increase’ are among the few in
common usage. However, ergative verbs are far more numerous in verbs of Sino-Japanese origin
(kango). Examples include ڼƢǔ kaishi-suru ‘commence’ and ኳʕƢǔ shuuryoo-suru
‘conclude’. This study includes both native and Sino-Japanese verbs.
(15) a. ɼ͵ᎍƕ       ˟ٻǛ        ኳʕƢǔ XV ŵ[causative use of a transitive verb]
Shusaisha-ga

taikai-o

shuuryoo-suru(vt.).

Organisers-NOM

conference-ACC conclude(vt.)

‘The organisers will conclude the conference.’
b. ˟ٻƕ
      Taikai-ga
Conference-NOM

ኳʕƢǔ XK ŵ         [inchoative use of an intransitive verb]
shuuryoo-suru(vi.).
conclude(vi.)

‘The conference is concluding.’
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English has very few paired verbs; those that exist are remnants of Old English morphology, e.g.
raise(vt.)/rise(vi.), seat(vt.)/sit(vi.). Most verbs in English are ergative, possessing the same
morphological form for transitives and intransitives.
This study looks at the incidence of transitive and intransitive variants of ergative verbs. Ergative
verbs provide a good starting point for investigating alternation in the two languages. The reasons
are as follows: Firstly, since both languages possess these verbs, we can be reasonably sure that we
are comparing similar entities. Secondly, because ergative verbs have the same form regardless of
whether they are transitive or intransitive, their selection by the speaker is not hindered by
morphological hindrances such as the effort needed to form more complicated forms. In Japanese
paired verbs, sometimes one form is obviously shorter (morphologically simpler or more basic)
than the other, a fact that can affect selection in actual usage. The following paired verbs are
presented with the morphologically simpler form first. Note that sometimes the intransitive is
simpler than the transitive (16a, b), but the opposite can also occur (16c, d).
(16) a. ӼƘ muku(vi.) ‘face’/ Ӽƚǔ mukeru(vt.) ‘cause to face’
b. ฎǉ sumu(vi.) ‘end(vi.)’/ ฎǇƢ sumasu(vt.) ‘end(vt.)’
c. ᄊǔ yaburu(vt.) ‘tear(vt.)’/ ᄊǕǔ yabureru(vi.) ‘tear(vi.)’
d. ๋Ƙ toku(vt.) ‘dissolve(vt.)’/ ๋ƚǔ tokeru(vi.) ‘dissolve(vi.)’
(English glosses from Jacobsen 1991:258-269)
By limiting our investigation to ergative verbs, we also eliminate English verbs that cannot be
used to answer our research question in (11b). In the following sentences, the English verb build
does not have an intransitive counterpart.
(17)

a. Comment given when visiting a station for the first time after a long absence:
 ƋŴᬜЭƴȓȫƕƨƘƞǜƬƨƶŵ      [inchoative use of an intransitive verb]
A,

ekimae-ni

       Oh front of the station-DAT

biru-ga

takusan tatta(vi.) ne.

buildings-NOM many

built(vi.) PART

(Lit. ‘Oh, a lot of buildings have built(vi.) in front of the station!’)
b. *A lot of buildings have built(vt) in front of the station!
[inchoative use of a transitive verb]
c. They’ve built(vt.) a lot of buildings in front of the station!
[causative use of a transitive verb]
d. A lot of buildings have been built(vt.) in front of the station!
[passive use of a transitive verb]
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The intransitive Japanese verb above, Ƭƨ tatta, has no English equivalent. Build cannot be
an intransitive verb; the gloss (built(vi.)) is an approximation here. (17b) shows that inchoative use
of transitive build is not possible, whilst (17c, d) show that causative and passive uses are.
(17) can conceivably be used to demonstrate that English prefers transitive expressions. The lack
of an intransitive build does say something about English: its preference for transitive items in its
lexicon (although this also needs to be proven by solid data; one would need to look at the number
of transitive items, intransitive items and ergative items as percentages of the whole lexicon).
However, this fact is not pertinent to our current research question in (11b), which begins with
‘Given a choice…..’ In the case of build, there is no choice available. The non-existence of
build(vi.) does not tell us whether an English user would use a hypothetical build(vi.) if it were
available, or how often this would be used. The user is necessarily limited by build’s word-internal
limitation (i.e. no intransitive exists). Ergative verbs, however, give users a choice of transitive or
intransitive variants. Examining what users do with this allows us to make meaningful statements
about tendencies in language use unhindered by other factors.
This study examines the following ergative verbs in Japanese and English. In the following table,
verbs on the left have similar meanings to verbs on the right. According to major dictionaries, all
the verbs have transitive and intransitive variants.
(18) Table 1: Ergative verbs under examination
Japanese

English

ᲢƻǒᲣƘ hiraku

open

ơǔ tojiru

close

فƢ masu

increase

فьƢǔ zooka-suru

Same as above

ถݲƢǔ genshoo-suru

decrease

ڼƢǔ kaishi-suru

commence

ኳʕƢǔ shuuryoo-suru

conclude

ЎᩉƢǔ bunri-suru

separate

ਘٻƢǔ kakudai-suru

expand

2.3 Research methodology
News corpora are chosen in this study because of their ready availability and because of the way
they reflect general usage of written language aimed at a wide audience. Since news is continually
generated by numerous sources, there is a high incidence of almost any lexical item produced over
a short time (the incidence of a word like decrease over a year would probably be more than its
incidence in literature corpora written over decades). Because of this high incidence, news corpora
can be examined by random sampling.
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News articles are sourced from Yahoo!® English and Japanese sites. For each of the verbs in
(18), one hundred sentences containing the words are selected at random from news articles. In
other words, for each verb one hundred usage samples are collected, resulting in a total of 1,700
samples. The usage samples are then classified into transitive verbs or intransitive verbs.
The sentence samples collected are subject to the following limitations:
(19) a. All inflections of the verbs are examined. For example, search used terms for decrease are:
decrease OR decreases OR decreasing OR decreased.
b. Sino-Japanese verbs not accompanied by the inflecting light verb suru are not included, as
Sino-Japanese verbs with no verbal inflection are often seen as nouns.
For example, in the following sentence shuuryoo lacks the verbal inflection suru and is not
included.
e.g. ƚƞࡅƕᛦ௹Ǜኳʕŵ
Kesa

seifu-ga

This morning

government-NOM investigation-ACC

choosa-o

shuuryoo.
conclude

‘This morning the government concludes/concluded the investigation.’
c. Especially in English, when it is not clear whether a word is a verb or an adjective, the
sentence is not included in the sample data:
e.g. The door was closed when I arrived.
d. Ambiguous examples were not included in the 100 usage samples for each verb. For
example, when a verb is used as a modifier (such as past-participles in English and past
forms with ambiguous case marking in Japanese), it is difficult to determine whether it is
transitive or intransitive. Such sentences are not included in the 100 usage samples for each
verb.
e.g. Increased (vt.? vi?)monitoring of the nuclear plants would irritate the government.
e.g. ᚾ᬴ƷኳǘƬƨ XV!XK! ဃࢻƸഏƴᡚܴƠƯƍƍŵ
   Shiken-no

owatta1(vt.? vi?) seito-wa

Examination-GEN finished

junjini

taishitsu-shite ii.

students-TOP one-by-one leave room-do okay

‘Students who have finished(vt.) the exams may leave the room one by one.’ OR
‘Students whose exams have finished(vi.) may leave the room one by one.’
e. Passive examples are classified as transitive verbs and marked as such.
While a passive construction is often analogous to an intransitive expression in terms of
meaning, the fact that passive construction is used when an intransitive expression is
theoretically available means the verb is used as a transitive:

1
Owaru has a transitive morphological counterpart: oeru. However, owaru can also be used as a transitive verb, e.g. Shiki-o
owaru. ‘Conlude the ceremony.’ Owaru can therefore be ambiguous.
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e.g. passive ʖᢠȪȸǰƕڼƞǕƨ XV ŵ
Yosenriigu-ga

kaishi-sare-ta.

Preliminary rounds-NOM

begin-PASS-PAST

‘Lit. The preliminary rounds of play have been started (vt.).’
f. Causative examples in Japanese are similar in meaning to transitive expressions, but the
fact that verbs are used in a causative way when a straightforward transitive should suffice
indicates that they are in fact intransitives. They are classified as such in the sample data.
e.g. causative ܭՃǛفьƞƤƨ XK ŵ
Teiin-o

zooka-sase-ta.

Number of members-ACC

increase-CAUS-PAST

‘Lit. (They) caused the number of members to increase (vi.).’
g. The news source and date (month/year) are indicated at the end of each usage sample.
Below is an example of the data collected for the verb separate. 100 usage examples were
collected, but some of the intermediate examples have been abbreviated. The same sorting methods
were also used for Japanese examples.

Vt. examples:
1.

When he walks on the park, he's able to separate the two parts of his life. (The Age Oct 2005)

2.

Observers said the change reflects efforts by Singapore authorities to separate the oversight and management functions in
family-controlled businesses and predicted the changes could, in the future, be extended to all Singapore-listed companies. (Dow
Jones News Oct 2005)

3.

At first, it was a bit harder to separate the work from the personal life than it is with other people. (The Age Oct 2005)

4.

Just one vote separated the top five players, with Gemmill polling six votes in the final two matches to join the talented Lions
midfielder on 19 in a thrilling count at Barooga Sports Club last night. (The Border Mail Oct 2005)

5.

The big question facing the company is whether it is willing to separate itself from its CRM focus and stake its future on becoming
a broader platform vendor. (ARNnet Oct 2005)

…………………..………(Usage samples 6 to 59 not shown)………………..…………………….
60.

The service for separating couples is not meant to be a divorce blessing but rather a public expression of grief, regret, personal
re-examination, affirmation and forgiveness, involving the partners and any children in an intimate ceremony conducted by a
minister at home or in church. (Sydney Morning Herald Oct 2005)

61.

passive "I struggled to come to terms with it — the immediate fact of being separated from my children and going through a
divorce I didn't want to," Thorpe said. (The Age Oct 2005)

62.

passive Association deputy chairman John Curry said regulatory and ownership functions need to be clearly separated in light of
the "fiasco". (The Herald Sun Oct 2005)

…………………..………(Usage samples 63 to 83 not shown: all passives)………………………..
84.

passive In May 2004, Nashville's rookie of the year sold 227,000 units of her first album "Here for the Party" during its first week,
separated from Usher's chart-topper by less than 2,000 units. (Reuters Oct 2005)
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85.

passive At one end of the machinery, clear ethanol collected in a cistern, while what remained of the wine was separated into
water and an inky concentrate that can be used to colour food.

Vi. examples:
86. The pair separated in February 2002. (The Australian Oct 2005)
87. Cindy Gambino and Mr Farquharson separated about a year ago but were "on good terms". They lived in Winchelsea and Mr
Farquharson saw the children regularly.

…………………..………(Usage samples 88 to 98 not shown)………………………………………
99. Centres should not assume that clients with relationship difficulties or going through separation will inevitably separate. (The
Sun-Herald Oct 2005)
100. A statement issued by their representatives almost immediately said they had not separated and "rumours to the contrary are
simply not true."(The Age Oct 2005)
Ambiguous (probably Vt, but could be Vi): A privatised Telstra would operate as two different entities, with its retailing separated from the
wholesale and network divisions (The Age Oct 2005)

3. Results
3.1 Overall results
(20) Table 1: Results for hiraku, open, tojiru, close
Verb

Transitives (out of 100 usage samples)

Intransitives (out of 100 usage samples)

ⅾ(hiraku)‒

100

0

(61 of which are passive uses)
open

58

42

ↇ↺(tojiru)‒

91

9

close

65

35


(21) Graph 1: Results for hiraku, open, tojiru, close
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Contrary to expectations of intransitive dominance in Japanese, most samples of hiraku and
tojiru were transitive in the news corpus. With hiraku, only transitives were found in the 100
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samples. Tojiru was also dominated by transitives. The English words open and close alternated
quite freely, with slightly more samples of transitives.
(22) Table 2: Results for masu, zooka-suru, increase, genshoo-suru, decrease
Verb

Transitives(out of 100 usage samples)

Intransitives(out of 100 usage samples)

(ↈفmasu)

51

49

فьↈ↺(zooka-suru)

0

100

increase

60

40

ถ(↺ↈݲgenshoo-suru)

0

100

decrease

28 (6 of which are passive uses)

72

(23) Graph 2: Results for masu, zooka-suru, increase, genshoo-suru, decrease
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Verbs in this group express quantitative change. The native Japanese (wago) verb masu showed
equal distribution between transitives and intransitives. Amongst the Sino-Japanese (kango) verbs
zooka-suru and genshoo-suru, however, no transitives were found. This is despite the fact that most
dictionaries allow for both transitive and intransitive uses. Increase and decrease both alternate, but
decrease breaks from the English pattern observed so far: it has more intransitives than transitives.
(24) Table 3: Results for kashi-suru, commence, shuuryoo-suru, conclude
Verb

Transitives (out of 100 usage samples)

Intransitives (out of 100 usage samples)

( ↺ↈڼkashi-suru)

93

7

commence

43

57

ኳʕↈ↺ (shuuryoo-suru)

38

61

conclude

65 (14 of which are passive uses)

35
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(25) Graph 3: Results for kashi-suru, commence, shuuryoo-suru, conclude
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The Japanese kaishi-suru is dominated by transitives. In contrast, shuuryoo-suru has more
intransitive samples than transitive samples. Commence and conclude alternate as most English
ergatives do, but there are slightly more transitives than intransitives with conclude (conclude in the
sense of ‘concluding a treaty’ was not included in this survey).
(26) Table 4: Results for bunri-suru and separate
Verb

Transitives (out of 100 usage samples)

Intransitives (out of 100 usage samples)

Ўᩉↈ↺(bunri-suru)

81 (17 of which are passive uses)

19

separate

85 (15 of which are passive uses)

15

(27) Graph 4: Results for bunri-suru and separate
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Both bunri-suru and separate involve at least two, and sometimes three participants (‘x separates
y from z’ or ‘y separates from z’). This makes them more likely to be realised as transitives. We see
this trend in both languages and a remarkable resemblance between the English and Japanese: both
are mostly transitive in use.
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(28) Table 5: Results for kakudai-suru and expand
Verb

Transitives (out of 100 usage samples)

Intransitives (out of 100 usage samples)

ਘ(↺ↈٻkakudai-suru)

47

53

expand

81 (5 of which are passive uses)

19

(29) Graph 5: Results for kakudai-suru and expand
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Expand shows the expected English pattern of the transitive variant in prominence.
Kakudai-suru alternates quite freely, which is quite unusual for the Japanese verbs in this study.
3.2 Comparison between English and Japanese verbs
It was found that English ergative verbs alternate quite freely compared to their Japanese
counterparts. Moreover, with the exception of decrease and commence, we find consistently that
transitives appear more often than intransitives. This correlates well with the claim that English
favours transitive expressions.
The Japanese results are more perplexing. We do not find a consistent preference for intransitive
expressions. Most of the verbs, although listed as ergative in popular dictionaries, are in fact
heavily biased towards either transitives or intransitives. Only shuuryoo-suru, masu and
kakudai-suru show fairly even distribution between transitives and intransitives. This result could
be due to a number of factors, one of which could be that since the majority of Japanese verbs are
either transitive or intransitive depending on their morphological shape, most native speakers do
not readily tolerate alternation without change in morphological shape. Another possible reason is
the nature of news reporting, where established patterns of usage are prominent. Hiraku, for
example, appears only as a transitive verb in the news corpora, but a brief search on bilingual (i.e.
translation) literature corpora revealed more intransitives. In the Japanese translation of the novel
The Time Machine by H.G. Wells, for example, all instances of hiraku are intransitives. The
following English and Japanese data of The Time Machine are taken from Project Gutenberg2 and
the Project Sugita Genpaku corpus3 ᲢȗȭǸǧǯȈனဋႉᲣrespectively. Both are literature
corpora freely available on the Internet.
2
3

www.gutenberg.org
www.genpaku.org
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(30) a. ƦƷᛟଢƷჇƬஇɶƴŴࡔɦͨƷȉǢƕǏƬƘǓ᪦ưƍƨŵ
b. He was in the midst of his exposition when the door from the corridor opened slowly and
without noise.
(31) a. žǍƋƜǜƹǜǘŵǍƬƱƓƍưưƢƔᲛſƦƠƯȉǢƕǋƬƱٻƖƘƍƯŴ


 ɟӷƷЭƴ᧓ᘍᎍƕᇌƬƯƍƨŵ
b. 'At last!' And the door opened wider, and the Time Traveller stood before us.

(32) a. ӕƬǋᦆᆭǋƋǓǇƤǜưƠƨƕŴǋƠƜƷȑȍȫƕ࣬ƬƨǑƏƴưƋǔƳǒŴ
ɶƔǒƘƷưƠǐƏŵ
b. There were no handles or keyholes, but possibly the panels, if they were doors, as I
supposed, opened from within.
(33) a. ښƷȉǢƕƍƯŴࢬڡƸ᩺ƔƴᄂᆮܴǛŴᏑɶǛέƴƠƯ್ЏǓŴЭƴλƬƯƖ
ƨȉǢƷᏑࢸƴෞƑƨƷưƠƨŵ
b. The door at the lower end opened, and she glided quietly up the laboratory, back foremost,
and disappeared behind the door by which she had previously entered.
We conclude that based on the research question in (11b), the English results do show a
preference for transitive expressions, but this is nowhere near as prominent as Ikegami’s claims
would lead us to believe. The Japanese results are much more complex. All one can say at this
stage is that most ergatives do not alternate freely, but show a preference for either the transitive or
intransitive variant. We have only examined seventeen verbs in this study. It is clear that many
more would need to be investigated in order to make meaningful generalisations about English and
Japanese.
3.4 Individual verbs
Both the English increase and decrease alternate, but increase prefers the transitive variant,
while decrease leans towards the intransitive variant. The meaning of these verbs may be a major
factor in variant selection.
Hopper and Thompson (1980), as part of their transitivity hypothesis, gives ten parameters which
determine the likelihood an expression would be realised as a transitive or an intransitive sentence.
If a phenomenon is perceived as high according to a number of parameters, it is more likely to be
realised as a transitive. A and O are understood to be the first and second participants in a clause.
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(34) Table 6: The ten parameters governing transitivity (Hopper and Thompson 1980:252)
High

Low

A. Participants

2 or more participants, A and O.

1 participant

B. Kinesis

action

non-action

C. Aspect

telic

atelic

D. Punctuality

punctual

non-punctual

E. Volitionality

volitional

non-volitional

F. Affirmation

affirmative

negative

G. Mode

realis

irrealis

H. Agency

A high in potency

A low in potency

I. Affectedness of O

O totally affected

O not affected

J. Individuation of O

O highly individuated

O non-individuated

According to this table, transitivity is not an absolute category, but more of a continuum. For
example, if a phenomenon has two participants (high in Parameter A), is volitional (high in
Parameter E), and O is highly affected (high in Parameter I), then the phenomenon is more likely to
be realised as a transitive expression across different languages.
Increase usually refers to phenomena that are volitional (high in Parameter E), beneficial/
affirmative (high in Parameter F) and require hard work (high in Parameter H). This makes
increase expressions more likely to be transitive. Decrease expressions, on the other hand, often
describe phenomena with opposite characteristics: they are usually non-volitional (many natural
phenomena atrophy or decrease if left unattended), negative and have little potency. Thus we find
that although in English alternation is available, increase appears more as a transitive verb and
decrease appears more as an intransitive verb. However, the Japanese zooka-suru and genshoo-suru
do not seem to conform to this tendency. As mentioned before, the transitivity of Japanese verbs
tend to be heavy biased towards one of the two possibilities, allowing for less influence from the
semantics of the verbs. We do not have an adequate explanation for why commence has more
intransitives than conclude. To answer that question, we will probably need to look at the difference
between these verbs and related ergatives such as start, begin, end and finish.
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List of abbreviations used in glosses
NOM

nominative

CAUS

causative

ACC

accusative

DEIC

deictic verb

DAT

dative

EMPH

emphatic

GEN

genitive

INTER

interrogative particle

INST

instrumental

MOD

modal particle

TOP

topic marker

PASS

passive

PAST

past tense suffix

Lit.

literally

vt.

transitive verb

vi.

intransitive verb
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ᣣ⧷⺆ߩ⢻ᩰേ⹖ߩ⥄ઁ㧦࠾ࡘࠬࠦࡄࠬ߆ࠄߩ⠨ኤ㩷


Patrick P.W. Lam
ᣣᧄ⺆ߪ⥄ޔߢ⺆⸒ޠࠆߥޟേ⹖⊛ߥࠍᅢߺઁޔߢ⺆⸒ޠࠆߔޟߪ⺆⧷ޔേ⹖⊛ߥ
ࠍᅢߣ߁⺑ߪ⺆⸒ޔ㘃ဳ⺰(linguistic typology)ߣ߁ⷞὐ߆ࠄฎߊ߆ࠄ⸒ࠊࠇߡ
ࠆ㧔ᳰ(1981), Hinds (1986)㧕ޕᰴߩࠃ߁ߥᢥ߇ߘߩౖဳߢࠆޕ

㧙㧙

(1)

a. ᥤߐߢ㘩ߴ‛߇⣣ߞߡߒ߹ߞߚޕ

(2)

a. 㘑ߢ߇უࠇߚࠎߛޕ

b. The hot weather spoiled the food.
b. The wind broke my umbrella.
એߩᣣᧄ⺆ߩߪޔኻᔕߔࠆઁേ⹖ߩ߇ࠆߦ߽߆߆ࠊࠄߕ⥄ޔേ⹖ߩ߶
߁߇ࠃߊࠊࠇࠆޕ
㧔㧫ᥤߐ߇㘩ߴ‛ࠍ⣣ࠄߒߡߒ߹ߞߚޕ㧛*㘑߇ࠍუߒߚࠎߛޕ㧕⧷⺆
ߦ߽ኻᔕߔࠆ⥄േ⹖ߩߪࠆ߇ઁޔേ⹖ߩ߶߁߇߁㗫ᐲ߇㜞(The food spoiled
because of the hot weather./ My umbrella broke because of the wind.)⥄ߩ⺆⧷ޕേ⹖ߩߪᑯ
ߩ႐㕙ࠍㅪᗐߐߖࠆߎߣ߇ᄙޕ
ᳰ(1981)ߦࠃࠆߣޛޟߪ⺆⧷ޔേਥࠍޜ㓙┙ߚߖߡߒࠃ߁ߣߔࠆ⸒⺆ޠ㧔ᳰ
1981:285㧕ߢࠅޔᣣᧄ⺆ߪേਥࠍⷒߊߴࠆߥޟ㓝ߒߡߒࠃ߁ߣߔࠆ⸒⺆ޠ
㧔ᳰ
1981:285㧕ߢࠆޕ
ޛേਥࠍޜ㓙┙ߚߖࠆߪߟ߹ࠅ⛔⺆⊛ߦ 2 ߟએߩ㗄ࠍ߽ߟઁേ
⹖ߦߥࠅ߿ߔޕേਥࠍⷒ㓝ߔߪ߰ߟ߁ߩߟ৻ޔ㗄ߒ߆߽ߚߥ⥄േ⹖
⸒⺆㑆ߩ⋧㆑ὐࠍ߁߹ߊᝒ߃ߚේℂߢࠆޕ
ߦߥࠆޕᳰߩߎߩ⺑ߪ⺆⸒ޔ㘃ဳ⺰ߢ⸒߁⸒
ઁߪߦ⺆⧷ޟേ⹖߇ᄙߊޔᣣᧄ⺆ߦߪ⥄േ⹖߇ᄙⵣࠍߣߎ߁ߣޠઃߌࠆߚ
ߦޔᰴߩߎߣࠍᢙ୯ߢ⸽ߒߚޕ
(3) ⥄ઁหᒻߩേ⹖㧔⢻ᩰേ⹖㧕ࠍࠇ߫ߩߘޔേ⹖ߩઁޟേ⹖ᄌᒻ(variant)⥄ޟߣޠേ⹖
ᄌᒻ(variant)ߩޠ₸ߪઁ ߪߢ⺆⧷ޔേ⹖ᄌᒻߩ₸㧪⥄േ⹖ᄌᒻߩ₸ޔᣣ
ᧄ⺆ߢߪ ⥄േ⹖ᄌᒻߩ₸㧪ઁേ⹖ᄌᒻߩ₸ ߦߥߞߡࠆߪߕߢࠆޕ
࠾ࡘࠬߩኻ⸶ߩࠦࡄࠬߢᣣ⧷⺆ߩ⢻ᩰേ⹖㧔⥄ઁหဳߩേ⹖㧕ࠍ⺞ߴߚ⚿ᨐ⺆⧷ޔ
ߩ⢻ᩰേ⹖ߪߩઁ⥄ޔᦧ߇Ყセ⊛ߦ⥄↱ߢࠅޔୟ⊛ߦ⥄േ⹖↪ᴺ߇ᄙߣ߁ߎߣ
߽ޔୟ⊛ߦઁേ⹖↪ᴺ߇ᄙߣ߁ߎߣ߽ߥߩߢࠆޔߒߛߚޕdecrease ߣ commence
ࠍ㒰ߌ߫ߤߩേ⹖߽ઁേ⹖↪ᴺߩ߶߁߇ᄙߦ⺑߁ߣޠ⺆⸒ޠࠆߔޟߪ⺆⧷ޟߪࠇߎޕ
ࠃߊߞߡࠆޔߚ߹ޕdecrease ߣ߁ᄖߦߟߡߪ Hopper and Thompson(1980)ߩ
transitivity hypothesis ߢ⺑ߢ߈ࠆߣᕁࠊࠇࠆޕ
ᣣᧄ⺆ߩ⢻ᩰേ⹖ߪޔㄉᦠߢ⥄ઁਔᣇߩ↪ᴺ߇ࠆߣ⸥ㅀߐࠇߡߡ߽ࠦࠬࡘ࠾ޔ
ࡄࠬߦ߅ߡߪઁേ⹖↪ᴺߒ߆ߥ⥄ߪࠆޔേ↪ᴺߒ߆ߥߣ߁ᗧᄖߥ⚿ᨐ߇ߚޕ
ᣣᧄ⺆Უ⺆⠪ߩᗧ⼂ߢߪࠆޔᒻᘒߪ⥄േ⹖↪ᴺઁߪߊߒ߽ޔേ⹖↪ᴺߣ⚿߮ߟߡ߅
ࠅߥ↱⥄ޔᦧߪޔᒻᘒࠍᄌ߃ߥ߆߉ࠅޕߥࠇߒ߽߆ߥࠇߐ⸵ࠅ߹ޔ
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